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personal setting:
●  did it in the 9. semester
● average age of others: 21-24
● studying art, drawing, photography

● the fnancial support, which is about 230 per month, works quite
good if you also have some savings. Its much easier than in of/ffm.



  

exchange academic settings:
(academy of fne arts warszawa, ASP)

● had to choose/ apply one faculty.
 

● aculty system is more strict than in here.

● in other departments they had to deal with a lot more of erasmus+
peeps

● very different treatment and quality of lessons though

● professors were trying hard to get me their suggestions/ advices/
feedback in english (often translated by assistents, who are very
important there.



  

   my atelier (departure of experimental fabrics)



  

how wide is the range of study contents? differences/similarities to hfg?

● students offce for erasmus+ stundents is very communicative und
helpful

● very academic structure, esp. painting faculty is provided in a very
analogue way. Lots of drawing, painting naked people.

● professors, even more assistants work close with students, sometimes
like a school class

● you get  recognized and supported by the other students, comparing
to offenbach.

● the academy has about 9 locations in warszawa



  

i would recommend poland for studying: 
● if you want to try a different live than you´re used to it 
● to see whats going on with politics, gender, art, society
● Travelling
● Communication skills improvement

i can tell it was a very useful experience to focus on my plans and
refect on my artistic development since 2012. it also totally depends
on personal character, interests and lifestyle.



  



  



  



  

questions? ask me or mail me
Lisa.peil@gmx.de
thanks for listening

20.4.17
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